Y Trailer
Simple - Light - Strong
THE Y TRAILER
This adaptable trailer can carry anything,
anywhere. Simple, light and strong the Y
combines innovative design with sturdy
construction to produce the best bike load
trailer you can buy.
Y LARGE
20 inch wheels
27.5 x 19.7 inch (700 x 500 mm) load bed
200 lbs (90 kg) load capacity
15.4 lbs (7,5 kg) actual weight
Y SMALL
16 inch wheels
22.8 x 15 inch (600 x 400 mm) load bed
100 lbs (45 kg) load capacity
13.2 lbs (6,5 kg) actual weight
THE TRAILER
The simple aluminium frame is light but incredibly strong. Many luggage options can
be easily attached to the plywood load bed.
Add to this the benefits of easy storage (the
wheels and handle ‘Quick-release’ in seconds), and you have one of the most affordable, versatile trailers on the market today.
The simple but efficient hitch allows fast
and secure attachment to your bike.
CHOOSE A TOP
Use the trailer as standard with its tie
down straps and load bed, or fit a bag
or box to suit your purpose. Many commercially available bags and boxes will
bolt or strap onto the trailer, we have
selected the following for their quality:
1. New Carry Freedom carry-on bag that
fits the Y small perfectly. Made by UPSO.
2. New Carry Freedom barrel bag in two
sizes for Y small and large. Made by UPSO.
3. Folding plastic box with lid: Y small size 60 x 40 cm, Y large size - 70 x 50 cm.
4. Lockable aluminium boxes

5. Surfboard carrier: the Y-Surf sits on a Y
large and can carry boards, ladders, timber
or even a cello.
USES
Modern mobility is moving away from cars.
Sensible use of ressources will be critical
to the planet surviving. We think an EBike
with a trailer is the best way to be more
“Car Free” in the future. Commute with a
change of clothes in your waterproof bag,
carry your groceries with the fold flat box,
tour the world with the lockable aluminium
box, or transport your boards and long stuff
on the Y-Surf carrier. Whether carrying everyday loads or planning something unique,
we can help.
ACCESSORIES
To carry what you demand we can make
the Y longer or even wider. We can supply
an adaptor allowing you make a 4 wheel
trailer by linking two Y trailers one behind
the other. Our hand cart adapter allows
you to walk the trailer with minimal effort.
Long arms are available for towing kayaks
and surfboards. A wide axle beam can give
you extra width for that extra special load.
Extra hitches can be fitted to other bikes so
that your trailer is can be used by family or
friends.
CONSTRUCTION
The finish is excellent; anodized 6064T6
aluminium welded to the highest quality
standards by our ISO 9000 factory. Quality
tires, with Kevlar armour, run on lightweight
20 spoke wheels fitted with sealed cartridge bearings. These wheels are attached
by sturdy button release 12 mm wheelchair
stub axles.
SAFETY FIRST
The Y trailer has been tested by the German
testing authority velotec.de and conforms
to the European DIN EN 15198 for bicycle
load trailers.

REMEMBER!
A lot of commonsense should be used
when carrying loads. Be aware, be safe and
have fun!
CARRY FREEDOM AND USED
The Y is just one model in the Carry Freedom trailer range. We create innovative
high quality solutions tailored for people
living in the real world.
We reduce our impact on the environment
by minimizing our use of resources such as
paper and power, and recycling what we
can. Our suppliers have a commitment to
the environment and by supporting charities that promote environmental awareness
we help educate people on better ways to
live.
Our office and warehouse in Germany,
makes 60% more electricity than it uses.
The excess is pushed back in to the grid
system for others to use. This electricity is
made using photovoltaic panels. We heat
using wood pellets which use a low water
temperature to power the heating system
reducing our carbon footprint even more.
Go to www.carryfreedom.com or contact
us at +49 5431-9089980
USED is owner of the Carry Freedom brand
and it‘s philosophy is very clear: The only
good product, is a product that is being
USED. Everything else is a waste of resources, time and of course money. We want to
sell products that people need. “If you don‘t
need it, don‘t buy it.” That‘s the message.
www.used-HQ.com
www.carryfreedom.com
Other Carry Freedom products include the
LEAF which is foldable and a new Y-Surf
top to fit on the Y large.
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